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Abstract
Faculty at the Department of Computer Science at RIT had developed the Spiegel,
a scientific data visualization framework. The system needed a natural interface
to control 3D data visualizations in real-time. This thesis describes an extendable
system for testing remote control interfaces for 3-dimensional virtual spaces. We had
developed and compared 4 remote controls: multi-touch TouchPad, gyroscope-based
GyroPad, wearable Data Glove, and Kinect-based Hands controller. Our research
study revealed TouchPad as the most natural remote control.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recent advances in technology boosted interest of researchers to new methods of human-
computer interaction. Traditional mouse and keyboard interfaces are often uncomfortable
to control 3D virtual environment, whether it is a game, modeling software, or data visu-
alization system.
Numerous approaches were suggested to make user interaction with a system more
natural (see Takala et al. (2012)). Originally, the research concentrated on visual-based
hand tracking methods for 3D object manipulation (Guan & Zheng (2008), Lin et al.
(2002), Pavlovic et al. (1997), Rehg & Kanade (1994)). Ubiquitous usage of multi-touch
devices with gyroscope and accelerometer sensors, starting with iPhone, also led to new
methods of 3D control (Kratz & Rohs (2010), Edelmann et al. (2009)).
With advances in motion sensing, affordable sensors allowed researchers to build data
glove-based interfaces (see Teleb & Chang (2012), Kumar et al. (2012), Zhu et al. (2010)).
Further, Microsoft Kinect motion sensor and open source libraries stimulated development
of completely new, full body interaction, systems (Woodall & Bevly (2012), Vanco et al.
(2012), Acuna et al. (2012)). Moreover, Leap motion sensor device is capable of fast
finger-precise hand tracking (http://leapmotion.com). Doubtless, the need to compare
how natural are these approaches for 3D navigation is growing.
We compare major types of 3D navigation interfaces. In Chapter 2 we review existing
methods of navigation in virtual environments. Chapter 3 describes different devices and
methods that are tested. Next, chapter 4 focuses on experiment setup and discussion of
the results, and chapter 5 discusses future work.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Problem description
Affordable motion sensors, ubiquitous smart devices, and growing need in natural human-
computer interfaces have attracted attention of researchers since 2009, although tremen-
dous amount of work was done previously. Again and again similar concepts are imple-
mented using different devices. For example, virtual 3D mouse interface developed based
on multi-touch, data glove, and camera hand tracking systems.
Faculty at the Department of Computer Science at RIT had developed the Spiegel, a
scientific data visualization framework. The system is a powerful tool to create visualiza-
tions but lacks of interactivity. Problem is to find natural interface to control visualization
in real-time. Both 3D position of the camera and time parameter of data visualizations
needs to be controlled.
By ’natural’ and ’intuitive’ control we mean that, ideally, user doesn’t need any instruc-
tions on how to use an interface to easily move in virtual space and change time parameter
of a visualization.
On the one hand, interface should control movement of a camera in 3D space. On the
other hand, it should also allow naturally control visualization’s time parameter. Attempts
to solve the problem were made by Ciavolino et al. (2011), however, the question of finding
such interface for the Spiegel system is still remains open.
During analysis of work related to 3D navigation, we discovered that many papers lack
of user studies. We want to compare different approaches for 3D navigation in space by
2
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conducting a user research to find the best way to navigate. Also, natural interface to
control time parameter is not yet described. We propose way to control time with each of
the physical interfaces tested in user study.
This chapter describes existing methods of navigation in 3D virtual environment. Also
it proposes the system for comparison of different navigation methods. In the following
section we will review existing work on the 3D navigation.
2.2 Similar studies
Touch-based
Edelmann et al. (2009) describes a multi-touch system for navigation in 3D virtual scene.
The DabR uses one finger dragging to tilt or pan camera viewpoint, two finger dragging
to move along axes left-right and up-down, and spread gesture1 to move forward or move
backward with pinch gesture2. It is not possible to rotate camera along any axis. Edelmann
et al. informally tested the system and declared it intuitive after short user training.
Kratz & Rohs (2010) introduced virtual trackball implementation for 3D object rota-
tion. They describe touch-based system where two iPhones, placed back-to-back, control
object manipulation with“simulatneous front and back touch input.” The work compares
trackball metaphor to tilt-based navigation for horizontal and vertical rotation. Formal
user study, conducted by Kratz & Rohs, evidenced that virtual trackball is more natural
than a tilt-controlled navigation scheme.
Data glove
Teleb & Chang (2012) describe the system based on DG5-VHand Data Glove that is able
to manipulate objects in 3D modeling environment. Not only does the system interpret
bending of different fingers as hand gestures for object selection, but it also tracks data
glove position to move objects. The authors report using enhanced glove as an interface
for object rotation and translation in 3D environment to be more natural than mouse and
keyboard, however, details of the user study was not described.
1Two fingers put close together on the screen and moved apart while still touching the screen –
according to Luke Wroblewski’s Touch Gesture Reference Guide
2Reverse of spread gesture: two fingers move to each other while touching the screen
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Kumar et al. (2012) report another real-time system based on VHand Data Glove for
mouse actions substitution. Bend of the index finger corresponds to clicking, moving a
hand corresponds to mouse movement, rotation of a hand relates to 3D rotation, and
pointing with an index finger selects an object. Kumar et al. used the glove for photo
browser control and 2D sketching application.
Zhu et al. (2010) developed a system using data glove and position tracker to implement
virtual hand model for object manipulation. The system recognizes grasping gesture to
select an object, moving a hand to translate selected object, and release gesture to deselect
object. The glove needs to be adjusted for every new user.
Hand tracking with camera
Rehg & Kanade (1994) propose a method of camera-based hand tracking with kinematic
models. The system tracks human hand in real-time to estimate state of a 3D mouse
interface. Instead of gesture recognition, the system builds a kinematic model of a hand
based on the images of a hand.
Pavlovic et al. (1997) exhaustively review methods of gesture modeling, analysis, recog-
nition, and applications in gesture-based systems. They outline two types of visual inter-
pretation systems: appearance based and 3D hand model based. The paper points out
major advantages and disadvantages of both types of systems.
Lin et al. (2002) introduce visual hand tracking system that replaces mouse with hand
gestures and hand movements.
Guan & Zheng (2008) report the real-time system that recognizes pointing gesture
using two cameras. During experiments, no training needed to use the system. Also, it
worked “in real time on a low cost hardware platform.” Nevertheless, for us the pointing
gesture itself seems to be insufficient for a set of different tasks in virtual environment.
Hand tracking with Kinect
Vanco et al. (2012) use Kinect motion sensor to recognize hand gestures. The system can
recognize the number of fingers shown on both hands in real time. The authors applied
gesture recognition in a graphic editor application.
The next section will compare different types of interfaces for 3D navigation.
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2.3 Comparison of existing methods
Pavlovic et al. (1997) noted that real-time computation of 3D hand model parameters
is difficult. Moreover, the majority of visual-based hand gesture recognition systems are
single-handed. Nevertheless, we propose that those issues are solvable using different ap-
proaches. This section compares types of interfaces for navigation in 3D environment that
were described earlier.
Table 2.1: Comparison of 3D interfaces for navigation
Parameter Touch Data Glove Camera Kinect
Perception
errors
Low Low High Medium
Gesture
recognition
difficulty
Easy Medium Difficult Easy
Physical
interaction
Multiple fingers,
one or two
hands
One hand One or two
hands, full body
interaction
Ubiquity Popular
(iPhone, iPad)
Used in a specific environment
Independency Self-contended,
multi-purpose
Just a controller
Table 2.1 compares different types of 3D navigation systems based on perception errors
level, difficulty of gesture recognition, type of physical interaction, ubiquity, and indepen-
dency to a computer system.
In the next section we describe software architecture that we will use for testing different
interfaces.
2.4 Our Approach
The process of expression and perception of hand gestures described in Pavlovic et al.
(1997) can be extended to the whole process of interaction between human and interface
for 3D navigation. Figure 2.1 illustrates such process.
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Figure 2.1: Process of interaction between human and interface for 3D navigation.
In the figure above, human intention to perform an action, for example, intention to
rotate a cube, expressed through physical actions, such as hand gestures, body movements,
gaze, or voice commands. That describes human as an initiator for some 3D action. Phys-
ical expressions are perceived by an interface, such as computer mouse or motion sensor,
and processed by application. The processing phase triggers actions, and our hypothetical
cube indeed rotates in 3D scene. Visual display of rotation gives feedback to a human and
may trigger new intentions.
Close examination of different types of 3D interfaces shows that all of them fit into the
process described above. Therefore interfaces share common functionality. Thus, creating
a framework for unified interface usage will help to build robust and extendable testing
system. The software architecture for that system is described below.
Figure 2.2: High-level view of the system
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Figure 2.2 illustrates high-level view of the system. There are four modules: input
controller, model controller, rendering controller, and display controller. We use client-
server approach for inter-module communication.
Input controller module represents an interface for 3D interaction. This module con-
verts data from device sensors to an application-meaningful form. After that it transfers
converted data to model controller.
Model controller module stores 3D world model representation and operates as interme-
diate between input module and rendering controller. Upon reception of data from input
module, model controller processes user input, tries to recognize gestures, and performs
corresponding actions in 3D virtual environment, which, possibly, updates 3D world model
representation. After that the module notifies rendering controller about changes in the
3D world representation.
Rendering controller module takes 3D world model as input and renders it in real time.
Then it streams rendered frames to the display controller module.
Display controller module shows frames received from renderer on the screen. This
constitutes the typical cycle of interaction.
2.5 Hypothesis
After reviewing existing studies and analyzing different interfaces for 3D navigation and
time control, we suppose that controlling 3D space with bare hands only would be the most
natural for a user.
Another words, we think that using Kinect to control 3D space with hands only will
be easier than doing that with, for example, trackball metaphor on iPad or data glove.
Therefore we anticipate faster task completion and lower number of errors when testing
those remote control interfaces.
The next chapter describes interfaces for 3D navigation that we will compare to each
other.
Chapter 3
Software Architecture
Traditionally, mouse and keyboard are the most used interfaces to control 3D environment.
Applications usually define specific combinations of keystrokes and mouse actions to rotate
camera viewpoint, move in 3D world, and manipulate objects.
At the same time new methods propose completely new ways of interaction with phys-
ical interface. For example, camera-based interaction is described in Lin et al. (2002),
Pavlovic et al. (1997), Rehg & Kanade (1994). Next, Multi-touch interaction is discussed
in Kratz & Rohs (2010) and Edelmann et al. (2009). Also, interaction using motion sensor
is shown in Woodall & Bevly (2012), Vanco et al. (2012), and Acuna et al. (2012).
Although new methods of navigation are different to each other and to traditional
mouse and keyboard, all of them fit into the same process of interaction between human
and computer. For example, at first, we think that we want to look left in virtual world;
then we move a mouse to the left, expressing our thoughts with a physical action; then
computer receives and processes mouse signals; eventually, we see the result of our action,
as virtual environment updates the display.
Indeed, every interface, that we will describe in further sections, fits into such high-
level workflow that includes 5 phases: intention, expression, perception, processing, and
feedback. For the topic of our research, we are focusing on expression, perception, and
processing steps. Another words, we are interested in new ways of physical interaction
between humans and computers to control 3D environment in natural way, with as few
pervious instruction or knowledge as possible.
The following section reviews system architecture in detail.
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3.1 System Overview
Need to compare multiple interfaces suggests creation of a flexible testing framework that
can easily switch between different input devices. Our solution is to use client-server
architecture to achieve modularity of the system. We created main program that works
as a server displaying virtual space and remote controls work as clients connecting to the
server. Division of the system into modules made it flexible and extensible.
Having separate components with distinctive responsibilities makes our testing frame-
work flexible. For example, decoupling communication-related code into separate set of
classes and reusing it across clients and server helped quickly change communication pro-
tocol from TCP to UDP without touching user interface code. Also, creation of XML
parser module to set up virtual space in the main program eliminates the need to rebuild it
to set up new experiment, task, scene, as well as updating existing ones. Instead, researcher
uses easily editable XML file. Thus, different components help to make our system flexible.
Also, modularity enables our system to be extensible. Creating new remote control is
as easy as copying template project files with pre-set communication classes. A developer
needs to add application logic and graphical interfaces (if any). Adding new features to
rendering module, communication module, or rendering module is also easy, since code is
organized into classes.
From a bird’s eye view, the testing framework consists of 5 programs:
1. The main program OS X application that guides research participant through ex-
periment, renders virtual space and acts as a server responding to remote controls.
2. TouchPad app iPad application for remote control of the main program with multi-
touch gestures. The app uses trackball metaphor for rotation commands, and drag
gestures for translation and scale commands.
3. GyroPad app iPad remote control for the main program that combines accelerometer-
powered rotations with conventional joystick metaphor. On the one hand, the app
uses gyroscope and accelerometer motion updates to track orientation of the device.
On the other hand, there are joystick-like buttons to control translation and scale
on the screen.
4. Data Glove application OS X remote control application that communicates with
home-built wearable data glove to track fingers bending. Also, the application uses
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Kinect to track data glove position in 3D space. Bending of different fingers combined
with 3D position of the hand produces commands for rotation, translation, scaling
and time control.
5. Hands application OS X remote control program that exclusively uses one Kinect
to track user’s both hands. We defined set of gestures that resemble manipulation
of physical objects to manipulate objects in 3D space.
The overall course of object manipulation is graphically shown on the figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Overview of testing system workflow
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First, after the 3D space is started in the main program, it publishes itself in local
area network via Apple Bonjour zero-configuration discovery service. That makes main
program discoverable by remote controls without knowing its IP-address.
For the sake of an example, the figure shows Hands application discovering the main
program. The application uses Bonjour to find out main program’s IP address. After that
application is ready to send command packets to the main program.
3.1.1 Communication protocol
Our communication protocol is very simple and consists of a small set of messages:
1. Selection message sent upon the connection of remote control or user’s select action.
This command tries to select object under center crosshair closest to the user. In
any case, server responds with camera’s parameters and, optionally, selected object’s
parameters.
2. Translation message sent for translation of a camera or an object. Server does not
send any response.
3. Rotation message sent for setting new orientation of an object. Server does not send
any response.
4. Scaling message sent for changing the size of an object. Server does not send any
response.
Client application maintains current state of the remote camera and remote selected ob-
ject. This helps eliminate unnecessary communication between client and server, reducing
latency of main program updates.
To maintain the state of remote objects client uses selection messages: client application
sends such message on first connect to the server and after user’s selection commands.
Going further, translation, rotation and scaling commands change state of remote objects
in the main program as well as local client’s copies of remote objects’ parameters. In that
way these parameters stay synchronized between client and server.
One of the most interesting parts goes right before sending a remote command and is
specific to the remote control application: business logic of translating user actions into
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messages. It will be discussed further in sections dedicated to each of the remote controls.
The next section describes the main program’s software architecture in detail.
3.2 Main Program
3.2.1 Application logic overview
The main program is the central part of our system. It is a server-side program within our
testing framework. It is responsible for guiding researcher through the experiment from
start to end. The program’s functional flow can be described in the following sequence.
1. User loads experiment scenario from XML file
2. Welcome screen
3. For each task in the experiment:
Task description screen
Task running (actual experiment)
Task follow-up screen
4. Experiment follow-up screen
First, researcher creates an XML file that describes an experiment scenario. In that
file, researcher specifies different tasks that he wants a user to perform. Each task describes
a scene in 3D space by configuring parameters of global light, camera, materials and 3D
objects. Further, each object can be assigned one of three geometry shapes: box, sphere or
cone; optionally, researcher can set animation for position or orientation properties of an
object. Next, a task contains list of events that cause it to finish. There are 4 types of such
events: ESC’ key pressed; timeout; specific object was selected; and two objects collided.
Also, a task has a list of controllers that it tests. For the example of the experiment
scenario file please see Experiment.xml’ in materials.
When opened in the main program, XML file is parsed, task objects are created for
each task described, as well as scene is set up. The main program also creates a randomly
ordered list of task-controller pairs from the list of controllers specified in each task’s
description. After that the experiment process starts.
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Second, welcome screen shows a message specified in XML file. User enters his infor-
mation and proceeds to the first task, where he sees task’s welcome message (also specified
in XML file).
Next, when user hits Begin’ button on the task screen, 3D rendering engine starts with
scene created from parameters in XML file. From that point the system waits for incoming
connection from a remote control.
When one of the events specified in task’s description triggers, task finishes and user
sees thank you screen. From there, user can proceed to the next task or final experiment
screen, if there were no tasks left to perform.
The main program’s screens set up and transitions between them are managed by
the RITAppDelegate class. It controls graphical user interface of the main program with
exception of the task screen that uses OpenGL for displaying 3D space. The app delegate
class governs all user interaction outside the actual experiment screen: opening XML file;
setting values for graphical elements from the Experiment and Task objects created by
parsing process; handling button clicks to proceed to the next task.
Overall, these classes constitute the Application part of the main program. Another
words, they are responsible for the business logic of the experiment flow.
3.2.2 Architecture
The other parts of the main program deal with actual experiment, they are: rendering,
model and communication. Figure 3.2 shows high-level diagram of dependencies between
parts and classes of the main program.
3.2.2.1 Rendering
The rendering part consists solely of MyOpenGLView class. It is a subclass of another
class, NSOpenGLView, that uses Cocoa and OpenGL to render objects in the Scene to the
screen. The MyOpenGLView sets up an OpenGL context, registers itself for screen update
events via CVDisplayLink, sets up a Scene object that is passed in as a dependency from
Task object.
The MyOpenGLView calls drawing methods of objects in the scene on each screen
update. When screen refresh event triggers from CVDisplayLink, MyOpenGLView lets
each object in the scene to draw itself into context using OpenGL API. Besides drawing
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of the main program
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frames, the MyOpenGLView class is also responsible for changing OpenGL context dimen-
sions when window is resized; notifying view’s delegate about screen update events and
key presses.
The rendering process runs in two threads. The main application thread is used for
initial context set up, scene set up, and handling resize and key press events. The other
thread runs in the background and is used by CVDisplayLink to notify MyOpenGLView of
screen update events. On each screen refresh a callback in MyOpenGLView is called that
draws a frame. Hence, all the actual drawing is performed in the background.
The MyOpenGLView uses Scene’s and RRRenderingObject’s methods to draw a frame
in the OpenGL context. These objects are components of the main program’s Model part.
Scene is composed of a Camera, Light, an array of rendering objects and shared shading
program object. When being set up, a Scene object configures the shading program and
passes it for configuration of rendering objects. Each object, in turn, configures itself by
creating OpenGL buffers for storing geometry points and binding data values generated
by a subclass of RRParametricGeometry to those buffers. The RRRenderingObject uses
Material created according to XML scenario file to bind color and lighting parameters in
the shading program.
When a Scene gets a call for rendering into an OpenGL context, it activates pre-
configured OpenGL buffers of an RRRenderingObject, computes transformation matrices
necessary to render an object, and configures shading program with that information.
After scene prepared to draw an object, MyOpenGLView calls OpenGL rendering call that
executes shading program. The process is repeated for every object in the scene.
3.2.2.2 Model
Each RRRenderingObject must supply geometric points to the OpenGL buffer in order to
draw itself on the screen. Those points are generated by subclasses of RRParametricGe-
ometry class. There are 4 different types of parametric objects that can be used: sphere,
cone, plane or box. All of them can generate 3D geometric points based on the parameters
necessary for modeling geometric objects. All of the geometry objects originate from the
center of coordinate space (0, 0, 0). For example, sphere is modeled at the point (0, 0, 0)
with a variable radius; cone is modeled at the (0, 0, 0) coordinate, pointing along vertical
Y-axis with variable base radius and height; box is a composite model of 6 planes that has
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width, height and length.
Two base classes of the Model part, RRCamera and RRObject, lie on the boundary
between Model and Communication parts as they are used in both. RRCamera class in-
fluences the point of view in 3D space. The camera class is responsible for calculation of
world-view and view-projection transformation matrices that are used during shader con-
figuration in Scene object. Camera has position, point to look at, up vector and field of
view angle that specify viewing frustum. Another class, RRObject stores an object’s posi-
tion, orientation and scale. It is responsible for computing a model-world transformation
matrix. Also, RRObject class handles animation of its properties with Animation class.
3.2.2.3 Communication
Both RRCamera and RRObject classes used in Communication part of the main program
so that objects of these classes used by Scene (hence, by MyOpenGLView) can be changed
remotely. Another words, Communication part of the main program references to the
view’s camera and currently selected object in order to change their properties when remote
commands come in.
Communication part is another module that has only one main class in it RRUdpServer.
As it suggests from its name, the server uses UDP to receive short command messages from
remote controls. We use 3rd party GCDAsyncUDPSocket available in public domain to
manage UDP socket reading and writing. Also, we use standard Bonjour functionality to
publish RRUdpServer as a service with NSNetService class.
The udp server is rather simple, due to simplicity of our messaging protocol. A message
is defined in the figure 3.3.
typedef struct {
uint32_t protocol_id;
uint32_t sequence_number;
int32_t message_type;
uint32_t payload_size;
void * payload;
} RRUdpMessage;
Figure 3.3: UDP message structure
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The protocol id field is used to distinguish message packets from other data that a UDP
socket can receive. The sequence number field is used for filtering out-of-order packets.
Next, we have three types of messages: Select message, Fields message and Batch message.
Select message is sent from a client to the server and doesn’t convey any payload, so
payload size field for this type of message is 0. This message is sent when user tries to
select an object at the center of the virtual space screen.
The server responds to a Select message with a Batch message. It contains all the
values that determine currently selected object’s (if any) location, orientation and scale,
as well as values specifying camera’s location, point to look at, up vector and field of view.
The camera information is necessary for remote control to inverse model-view-projection
transformation matrices and restore object’s parameters in different coordinate spaces.
Each of those values are copied to the payload array and total size of payload in bytes is
written in to payload size field.
The last message type, Fields message, is used for sending new values for camera or
object’s parameters. For example, a remote control can transfer new position values to the
server. Then, for another command, it might want to send new orientation values. The
number of values transferred differs depending on what actually is sent by remote control.
In order to encode position, scale, or orientation vectors, we prepend values for these fields
with a field’s code. So, if a remote control decides to send new camera’s position and point
to look at values in one message, each of these values will be prepended with a tag and put
into payload field of a message. After that, total size in bytes of the payload is computed
and written in payload size field.
On the server side, Fields message’s payload is converted back to the list of values
that replace corresponding camera or object’s parameters. An example of sending Fields
message is shown in the figure 3.4. In that figure, a client sending message with two
fields: camera position (field type FIELD CPOSITION) and camera’s point to look at
(FIELD LOOK). Note, that fields can have arbitrary order and still be recognized by the
server, since each field is prefixed with a field type.
The three types of messages are enough to exchange commands changing state of cur-
rently selected object, or camera, remotely in real-time. Nevertheless, that is possible only
when server is started and accepts incoming connections that is when the main program
starts execution of a task. The following section describes a sequence of method calls in
the lifecycle of a task and related objects in the main program.
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Figure 3.4: Example of a message from remote control program to server program
3.2.3 Sequence Diagram
The diagram 3.5 shows a sequence of methods that are called when user starts new task
in the main program and runs it. All of the parts of the main program are involved in
the process. The diagram shows 7 important objects that communicate to each other to
execute a task.
The whole sequence is three-fold: first, all of the objects are reset and started; second,
rendering engine draws 3D scene on the screen in a loop until some terminating event is
triggered; and third, when a terminating event is triggered, all of the objects responsible
for rendering and communication are stopped. The sequence is repeated until there are no
more task to execute in the experiment scenario. More detailed discussion of three stages
is below.
First, the process starts when a user clicks Begin’ button in the main program and
RITAppDelegate object receives start method call. This method begins starting process by
calling Experiment object’s start method. That object, in turn, takes currently active task
and activates it. The task then resets RRUdpServer and MyOpenGLView (which resets
the Scene), and restarts Animation and EventObserver objects. At that point, OpenGL
context is set up, communication server waits is ready to start, and event observers are
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Figure 3.5: Sequence diagram of main program when it runs an experiment task
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ready to monitor user events on every screen update.
Next, RITAppDelegate hides task’s welcome screen, shows MyOpenGLView with a
scene and calls current task’s start method to start communication and rendering processes.
On every screen update, MyOpenGLView calls its delegate’s willDraw method to give a
chance to update scene. Being MyOpenGLView’s delegate, a Task object runs animations
and queries all registered event observers to check whether any event triggered. If none of
the observers triggered, willDraw method returns and drawing occurs in MyOpenGLView.
Otherwise, if any of the observers encounters an event that it’s observing (such as key
press, object selection, or object colliding with another object), task immediately finishes
its execution.
Eventually, when a task stops, it calls stop methods on all of the dependent objects,
and then calls didStop delegate method of the Experiment class. Since an experiment
maintains list of tasks to execute, it can check whether there are more tasks to perform.
If there isn’t the experiment is over and didFinish delegate method is called. Otherwise,
if there are more tasks to do, the process starts over from task resetting and displaying
task’s welcome screen.
Now that we have discussed the architecture of the main program, we will move to the
client side architecture of remote controls. The next section describes TouchPad app a
multi-touch remote control app working on iPad that wirelessly controls 3D space running
in the main program on the computer.
3.3 TouchPad App
TouchPad application is one of the two iPad apps that remotely control objects in 3D space
when a task is running in the main program. The app recognizes single- and multi-touch
gestures, transforms them to specific commands and sends those commands to the server.
In order to do this, the application classes are divided into 4 parts: graphical user interface
(GUI), application logic, model, and communication.
3.3.1 Functionality overview
On the higher level, 4 parts of the app work together as shown on the diagram 3.6. When
the app starts, it stays disconnected. User taps Power button to connect to the server.
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That action starts RRUdpClient which uses Apple’s Bonjour service to discover a server.
The app assumes that there is only one server available and connects to the first one that
it encounters. When Bonjour finds a server, the app immediately connects to it, sending a
UDP Select message via GCDAsyncUDPSocket.
Figure 3.6: Sequence diagram of TouchPad app recognizing a remote control com-
mand from user
Next, if there is any object under the selection pointer in the main program, server
includes object’s configuration into response. In any case, server sends back camera con-
figuration. After that TouchPad app saves that initial camera configuration and activates
all controls.
Further, gesture recognizers wait for user drags fingers on the TouchPad’s screen. When
those touch events are recognized, they are fed into camera gesture controller or object
gesture controller depending on what mode the TouchPad is in.
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Next, gesture controllers recognize translation, rotation, and scale commands, modify
current state of local copies of remote camera and selected object, and notify GUI controller
of a recognized command. After that GUI controller sends appropriate message (sometimes
more than one message) to the server via RRUdpClient.
That completes a functional flow of the TouchPad app’s sending a single command. In
the following we will discuss app’s graphical user interface and underlying architecture.
The figure 3.7 shows the screen of the main program running a task and the graphical
user interface of the TouchPad app. At the top of the TouchPad’s screen located Home
button, Camera-Object control switch, and Power button. The app gains remote control
after Power button pressed. Upon first connection of TouchPad app to the server program,
app remembers initial camera configuration and allows restoring it later, when user taps
Home button. The other control, Object-Camera switch, allows user manipulate either
object or camera: finger touches are treated differently in these modes.
Figure 3.7: User interface of the main program (window on top) and TouchPad app’s
screen (bottom window
Our system allows user to remotely control either camera or an object. User can control
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camera at any time by switching Object-Camera switch to the rightmost position. That
mode treats user’s finger touches as following:
• One-finger dragging moves camera in X or Y direction, i.e. simultaneously moves
camera’s position and point to look at up, down, left or right.
• Three-finger dragging moves camera in Z direction, i.e. simultaneously moves cam-
era’s position and point to look at forward or backwards.
• Two-finger dragging starting on the Rotation Controll (Trackball) rotates camera’s
up vector. This also rotates the trackball itself in the TouchPad app.
User can change animation speed by pressing Time control buttons. There are 5 of
them:
• Fast rewind advances time backwards with double speed (2 seconds of animation
per 1 real second)
• Back advances time backwards with 1 second of animation per 1 real second
• Pause animation is not playing
• Play animation playing with normal speed (1 animation second per 1 real second)
• Fast forward advances animation forward with double speed (2 animation seconds
per 1 real second)
The speed of animation is indicated both by the time control in the remote control’s
screen and time ring on the screen of the main program. The rotation speed of the latter
depends on the selected animation speed.
3.3.2 Architecture
Next, let’s look at the underlying architecture of the TouchPad app that is shown on the
figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Architecture of the TouchPad app
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3.3.2.1 GUI
The GUI part consists of one class, DashboardViewController. That class is responsible
for handling button presses and passing multi-touch events to currently active object of
GestureController class. The DashboardViewController class is also responsible for drawing
an OpenGL trackball that rotates according to movements of finger touches.
3.3.2.2 Application
Next part is Application logic, consisting of GestureController class and its subclasses.
TouchGestureController class contains code shared between TouchCameraGestureCon-
troller and TrackballObjectGestureController. Both camera and object gesture controllers
have access to the trackpad view to be able to recognize commands from touches in the view.
Additionally, TrackballObjectGestureController has access to trackball view for mapping
2-dimensional touches onto 3-dimensional trackball.
Essentially, all of the gesture controllers behave similarly when they receive touch infor-
mation. First, a gesture controller is in the Idle state. When new touches are recognized,
it goes into Began state. That state saves current location of touches, as well as configura-
tion of object or camera. Next, when new touches come in, controller transfers to Changed
state. In that state controller computes change in configuration of camera or object from
change in location of touches according to the initially saved location. After that change in
configuration is applied to initial camera or object configuration; gesture controller notifies
DashboardViewController, which, in turn, sends changed object or camera configuration
to server via RRUdpClient.
3.3.2.3 Communication
The communication part consists of RRUdpClient class. It is responsible for browsing
for servers via QBrowser class, resolving address of selected server through NSNetSer-
vice’s Bonjour API, exchanging messages with server using GCDAsyncUDPSocket. We
use 3rd party GCDAsyncUDPSocket class available in public domain, as well as version
of QBrowser class taken from Apple’s sample code that we adapted for iOS’s automatic
reference counting environment. The lifecycle of RRUdpClient is as following.
First, client initializes socket and browser and waits for start. When started, client
tries to find servers using QBrowser. When any server is available, client stops browsing
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and starts server’s address resolution. There is no timeout for browsing, so client will be
waiting for any server as long as possible. On the contrary, server’s address resolution has
a timeout. If the address is resolved before timeout, client initializes local RRCamera and
RRObject objects and notifies its delegate of successful connection. Otherwise, if any error
occurs or time is out, client will retry address resolution several times before giving up. In
case all retries were unsuccessful, client shuts itself down.
Second, when client is connected to the server, it can receive calls for sending camera’s
or object’s parameters to the server. Client uses message protocol described in the section
Main Program to send possibly multiple values in one message. For example, client can
send both camera position and point to look at coordinates in the same message by prefixing
those values with appropriate field codes.
Eventually, when client is no longer needed, the stop method is called, which shuts
down UDP socket, stops browser and address resolver if they’re running.
The communication and model parts are the same for every remote control app that
exist in our test system. Therefore we will refer back to the current section for description
of communication part in other remote controls.
Next section describes another iPad app for natural navigation in 3D space GyroPad.
3.4 GyroPad App
3.4.1 Functionality overview
The GyroPad remote controller has similar workflow and uses the same communication
and model part as TouchPad app. The sequence diagram for the app is shown in the figure
3.9.
Again, the client app enables its controls after it gains access to the main program,
i.e. after receiving camera and, possibly, object configuration. The app acts as a joystick
sensitive to physical motions. Its GUI has the layout shown in the figure 4.3.
The Power button, Object-camera switch and Time control are the same as those in
TouchPad app. Object or camera movement controlled with arrow buttons on the left side,
zoom and scale are controlled with buttons on the right side. To rotate a camera or object
user holds circle button on the left hand side and rotates a device itself.
We use iPad’s built-in gyroscope and accelerometer sensors to measure change in device
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Figure 3.9: Sequence diagram of the GyroPad app recognizing a remote control
command.
Figure 3.10: User interface of the GyroPad app
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attitude and then apply that rotation to controlled object or camera. To cope with sensor’s
noise we use low-pass filter algorithm and threshold to cut off noisy changes in orientation.
Additionally, we had tried to use motion updates to also control object or camera
position, but, unfortunately, the accelerometer data is not precise for that purpose. Even
though one can get device’s acceleration, but after converting it from device (view) space
to world space, double integration to get position coordinate, applying low-pass filter and
threshold, the result is imprecise.
Moreover, noise filtering and double integration made object and camera translation to
lag behind physical motions. Lastly, the physical motions had to be powerful and energetic
for change in acceleration to be detected. All these reasons made us switch to controlling
position with on-screen joystick-like buttons.
3.4.1.1 Architecture
Procedures described above are performed in GyroController class, which constitutes Ap-
plication part of the GyroPad app. The whole architecture of the app is shown in the figure
3.11.
MainGyroViewController belongs to GUI part of the app. It is responsible for handling
touches on the joystick’s arrow buttons, and sending commands through RRUdpClient
upon receiving callbacks from GyroController.
The model and communication parts are reused from TouchPad app, please refer to
previous section for its description.
Further we will consider Data Glove application for remote control custom built wear-
able device that works in duet with Kinect to manipulate objects in 3D space.
3.5 Data Glove Application
3.5.0.2 Overview
We took Melgar et al. (2012) book as a guide to build a wearable Data Glove using Arduino
Lilypad micro schemes. Our Data Glove is built from ordinary gloves, resistors, LilyPad
board, and radio transmitter. The electronic circuit for the Data Glove is shown in the
figure 3.12 1.
1image taken from the Melgar et al. (2012)
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Figure 3.11: Architecture of the GyroPad app
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Figure 3.12: Circuit that was sewed on a glove. Flex sensors on the left connected
to resistors in parallel and to the pins of the main Arduino LilyPad board. Radio
transmitting bottom board also connected to the main board.
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There are 4 flexible sensors that change resistance depending on how much they are
bent. The upper board on the circuit is Arudino LilyPad main board with CPU and power
attached to it. The board is connected to resistors, flexible sensors, and XBee board radio
transmitter. The circuit sends information about what sensors were bent to the computer
as a bitmask in a byte. We do not handle out-of-order byte arrival cases due to serial
nature of communication between devices that is guaranteed by Arduino system.
On the other side of radio channel is radio receiver connected to computer running
remote control application. Application reads bytes from USB serial port and further
process that information. The Data Glove application’s architecture is shown in the figure
3.13.
Figure 3.13: Architecture of the Data Glove application.
The AppDelegate class is responsible for starting and stopping remote control from
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the menu. It also uses GLKView class to draw distance map acquired from Kinect on the
screen. When AppDelegate’s callbacks are called from HandController, it sends commands
to the server using RRUdpClient.
3.5.0.3 Application
Next, the Application logic part of Data Glove remote controller includes HandController
class, that is responsible for recognition of commands from glove’s position and palm
configuration. HandController recognizes the following gestures:
• No sensors bent – ignore position information.
• All sensors bent (Grab gesture) – select object or camera and move it. Movement of
the glove changes object’s position or camera position and point of look.
• 3 sensors bent – rotate object or camera. Position of the glove in 3D space is mapped
on to the surface of a sphere with origin at the point where grab gesture occurred.
• 2 sensors bent – scale object or zoom camera. Position of the glove in 3D space
corresponds to the distance from the point where grab gesture occured.
• 1 sensor bent – distance to the point of grab gesture corresponds to animation speed
Internally, HandController is dependent on a Hand object that responsible for setting
up and tearing down Kinect’s data processor and Data glove’s data processor together.
Hand class acts as a gesture recognizer, going through the states shown in figure 3.14.
First, when Hand is initialized, it asynchronously initializes Kinect and DGlove objects
and checks whether they are available. Availability of Kinect object is dependent on
whether Kinect device tracks a hand or not, and availability of DGlove object is determined
by success of serial connection to Data Glove via USB port. Thus, if both Kinect and
Data Glove devices are working and hand can be tracked, Hand goes into Initialized state.
Otherwise, it’s state is Invalid, meaning there are errors in connection to one of the devices.
Second, user starts remote control via GUI, which makes AppDelegate to call start
method of Hand. The latter transfers into Idle state; if Kinect and DGlove objects are
available and hand is in normal state (no sensors bent), it goes into Possible state. From
there Hand will notify its delegate when any sensor is bent.
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Figure 3.14: States of the gesture recognizer in the Data Glove application.
Next, when user releases sensors, Hand goes to Ended state, from which it immediately
goes into Idle state. In case of any device becomes unavailable (i.e. Kinect loses tracked
Data Glove or there’s discrepancy in serial communication), Hand transitions to Cancelled
state, from which it immediately goes into Idle state.
The current state of Hand can be observed by other objects using Objective-C’s Key-
Value Observing technique. That allows AppDelegate to act upon state changes to update
user interface.
As was mentioned earlier, Hand uses Kinect and DGlove objects to get information
from sensing devices. We discuss them further.
First, Kinect class uses OpenNI library’s C API to acquire information from Kinect.
We are using Wave gesture as a focus gesture, recognized by OpenNI. Thus, when user
waves his hand with data glove, OpenNI library’s gesture recognizer calls back method in
the Kinect class, which, in turn, starts hand tracking from the current coordinate of waved
hand. That makes Hand object available until hand is hidden from Kinect’s view.
Second, DGlove class uses serial USB port to read bytes of data and notify Hand class
of any changes in the data glove sensor’s configuration. Each byte is a bitmask with 4
least significant bits representing state of flex sensors in the glove. By extracting ones from
this byte, DGlove object can restore hand configuration and pass that information through
Hand object to HandController, that performs appropriate command.
This completes the description of Data Glove application architecture. Next, we will
discuss Hands controller a remote control application that uses Kinect to manipulate
objects in 3D space with two-hands movements.
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3.6 Hands Controller Application
3.6.1 Architecture
Hands controller is similar in functionality to other remote controls. Its architecture also
has 4 parts (GUI, Application, Model and Communication) and application’s functional
flow is similar to other controls. Let’s consider application’s architecture, shown in the
figure 3.15.
Figure 3.15: Architecture of the Hands Controller application.
First, GUI part consists of AppDelegate and XnOpenGLView. The former is respon-
sible for starting RRUdpClient and Kinect recognition (BothHandsController). It also
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sends commands to the server when its delegate method getting called from BothHand-
sController. Another GUI class, the XnOpenGLView object, is responsible for drawing
Kinect’s depth map with a line connecting tracked point of user’s hands when BothHand-
sController’s tracking is active. XnOpenGLView uses adapted sample code from OpenNI
library.
Further, BothHandsController class is a core of Application logic part. It is responsible
for handling hand gestures, recognition of commands, and managing Kinect via OpenNI
library’s C API. Upon start up, controller initializes Kinect context with wave’ gesture
recognizer and waits for events from it. After that controller recognizes up to two wave
gestures made with different hands and tracks position of both hands in order to further
recognize remote control commands.
The controller recognizes 4 different gestures when it tracks both hands:
• Two hands moving together as if user’s hands were holding a stick and moving it this
gesture moves object or camera by changing its position in 3D space. The gesture
recognized from changes in position of both hands.
• Two hands rotating around some relatively steady point, as if user rotates imaginary
stick, holding it on both ends this gesture rotates object or camera according to
rotation of imaginary stick. The gesture recognized from changes in position of both
hands.
• Two hands expanding and coming together along one line, as if user tries to expand
or shrink an imaginary stick, holding it on both ends this gesture scales up or down
an object, or zooms in or out a camera. The gesture recognized from changes in
position of both hands.
• Any hand performs click’ gesture, i.e. short push and pull action this gesture
performs select’ action. The gesture recognized by OpenNI library.
For recognition to be possible and stable, BothHandsController filters out deviations in
hands position using TwoHandsSplitFilterDiagram class. The latter uses set of FDBlock
objects connected to each other in a certain way. The scheme of the diagram is shown in
figure 3.16
Each block of the diagram performs certain action on its inputs (information on the left
side) depending on control values (information on the top side of the block) and produces
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Figure 3.16: Diagram for a set of blocks that gets coordinates of two hands on input
and outputs smoothed, filtered coordinates of two hands and a middle point between
them.
output information (on the right side of the block). As it is shown on the diagram, outputs
of one block can be inputs or control values for another block. There are 4 types of blocks
in the system:
1. Low-pass filter block. The block of this type has two control values: sample rate and
cutoff frequency of a low-pass filter. The block can have arbitrary number of inputs,
for each of which it will produce filtered output value. Block inputs and outputs
are 3D coordinate vectors. In our diagram we’re using only two inputs for filtering
locations of both hands.
2. Weighted average block. The block of this type has one output (weighted average),
arbitrary number of input values and one control value per input value. The control
values are weights for input values. The block’s inputs are 3D coordinate vectors. In
our diagram we’re using equal weights for each input to get average of coordinates
of both hands.
3. Amplitude block. The block of this type computes amplitude of N input values
where N is defined by control value; number of outputs equals to number of inputs.
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The block does not modify input values, instead, it tracks minimum and maximum
values that it sees until it encounters N+1-st value. Block’s inputs are 3D vectors,
outputs are pairs (ranges) of 3D vectors. Before block sees N+1 vector on its input,
its output is a zero range, i.e. pair of zero vectors. After N input values, block’s
output values are minimum and maximum input vectors that it had seen. In our
diagram we’re using N = 10 to get amplitude of the first 10 coordinate values.
4. Underflow cutoff block. This block has arbitrary number of inputs with number
of control values and number of outputs equal to number of inputs. It accepts
3D vectors on input and outputs 3D vectors. The control values are ranges, i.e.
pairs of 3D vectors (min, max). The block filters out input vectors with values
within corresponding (min, max) control range, producing zero vector on output.
Otherwise, if input vector is out of control range, it goes to output unmodified.
Having the blocks described above connected as in the diagram for TwoHandsSplitFil-
terDiagram class allows us to abstract from users’s hand shaking and work with smoothed
coordinates of hands. Moreover, weighted average block produces smoothed coordinate
of the point in the middle between user’s hands. We use all three points to distinguish
between translation, rotation and scale gestures as described further.
3.6.2 Gesture recognition
For each gesture to be recognized, we noticed that there’s some invariant condition binding
locations of hands and the middle point between them. For the movement gesture that
condition is simultaneous movement of all three points in the same direction for the same
distance. Another words, vectors, computed between two consequent coordinates of hands
and middle points must be the same.
Nevertheless, the movement gesture defined with that invariant condition almost cer-
tainly would not work, because a user won’t move his hands perfectly parallel and with
exact same distance all the time. That is why we must allow some error in movements.
Therefore, our invariant condition will change to something more ambiguous: assert that
each translation vector (difference between current coordinate and previous coordinate for
each hand) is big enough (i.e. its length is greater than some threshold) and all of them
are within certain distance apart from middle vector.
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Figure 3.17: Invariant condition of a movement gesture.
Figure 3.18: Invariant condition of a rotation gesture.
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Next, rotation gesture’s invariant condition must ensure that two hands are rotating
around some center point in opposite directions. We can rephrase it in terms of vectors, as
a geometry condition: make sure that change vectors are producing same vector products
with vectors going from hand location toward middle point. Again, we want to account
for user error, therefore, our comparisons operations are loose.
Figure 3.19: Invariant condition of a scaling gesture.
Last gesture, scaling, can also be described as a vector problem: we have to make
sure that vectors from hand locations towards middle point are collinear, have opposite
direction, and have roughly the same length.
The approach described above allows us to recognize movements, rotations and scale
gestures robustly for different user behaviors. Next, we will describe experiment protocol
that we used to test out remote controls discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 4
Evaluation
4.1 Experiment
This section discusses experiment setup. We had based experiment’s research plan on
research methods for usability and user studies described by Ginsburg (2010).
4.1.1 Overview
Purpose
Learn what is the most natural interface for 3D navigation and time control in virtual
environment.
Objective
Uncover natural usage patterns about interfaces for 3 dimensional navigation and find
additional opportunities for improving interfaces’s design and implementation.
We had conducted a research study based on the script and experiment description
(see below). In total, we had asked 15 persons to participate in our study, age from 19 to
51.
The research study started on May 13, 2013 and ended on May 15, 2013.
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4.1.2 Discussion guide
This section describes the discussion guide for a researcher during the testing session in
the lab.
Pre Test Protocol
The experiment is intended to test 4 types of remote controls that allow manipulation of
3D objects in virtual spaces. The components of testing environment are the following:
1. Main program – computer program that displays virtual space and listens for com-
mands issued from remote controls. The program asks user to perform different
action in 3D space and records user’s performance characteristics.
Figure 4.1: Top: Main screen of testing program, bottom: main program running a
task
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2. TouchPad – multi-touch based remote control. iPad app that controls objects with
touch gestures.
Figure 4.2: User interface of the TouchPad app
3. GyroPad – tilt-based remote control. iPad app that merges joystick and accelerom-
eter to control 3D space.
Figure 4.3: User interface of the GyroPad app
4. Data Glove – combination of wearable glove and Kinect. Glove has sensors to detect
fingers bending, and Kinect tracks position of the hand.
5. Hands Control – remote control based on hands tracking with Kinect. Two hands
control 3D objects.
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Figure 4.4: Custom-built data glove based on Arduino LilyPad board
Figure 4.5: Kinect for Xbox 360
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Experiment overview
During the experiment researcher guides user through a series of tasks in the main program.
User listens to researcher and performs tasks with different remote controls. Upon begin-
ning of a task with remote control that is new to user, researcher shortly describes basics
for that remote control. After all the tasks have been performed, researcher hands out a
questionnaire (or Google forms). At last, researcher follows up with 10-minute interview.
Order of tasks in a series is randomly generated by the main program. There are two
types of tasks that we were testing:
• Move camera around, point it to a red cube and select cube.
• Place yellow cube to a moving target – red sphere.
Next section is a possible example of one of the tasks in action.
Sample experiment script
The experiment script has the following conventions:
• Italics used for notes to the researcher
• Alice – researcher’s speech
• Bob – participant
Set up remote controls, start the main program.
Alice: Hi, Bob. Thank you for your time participating in the research. We want to test
out new ways to interact with 3D virtual space. Your experience, thoughts, and feedback
are very important to us. At any moment during the research session, please tell use what
are your comments.
Let me overview what are we going to do.
After entering statistical information, you will be presented a series of mini-games.
There are two types of games: in first type you need to select an object in the virtual
world; in second type – move an object to the target position. We ask you to perform
these actions with 4 different game controllers. I will introduce each one on its first use.
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Please tell me what are your questions?
Bob asks questions.
Answer Bob‘s questions and when ready, enter information about participant and click
Start’ button in the first screen of the main program.
Task indicates that participant has to use TouchPad for the mini-game. Start TouchPad
app on the iPad. Explain shortly this remote control and give it to participant:
Alice: Bob, this is TouchPad remote control. When started and active, this app will
control 3D space from multi-touch motions. What do you think each of the areas does?
Bob tries to guess how TouchPad will work.
Alice: Ok, let’s try it out. You’ll need to move camera around and then select a red cube.
Computer can randomly end mini-game. Please tell at loud your actions.
Activate TouchPad, give it to Bob. Click Begin’ button to start the task.
Bob performs the task.
Alice: How does the TouchPad behave?
Alice: Did you expect this behavior?
Alice: What do you think this is for? (Point to the time ring)
Alice: What do you think this is for? (Point to the crosshair)
Bob completes the task.
Alice: Congratulations! You have completed your first mini-game!
Ask these questions after each of remote controls was introduced the first time.
Alice: What are your thoughts about TouchPad?
Alice: What were the easiest things to do?
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Alice: What were the hard things to do?
Alice: What would you change in TouchPad?
Alice: What would you wish it could do?
If the remote control wasn’t the first one, ask:
Alice: How would you compare this remote control with those you have already seen?
Alice: How is it different to others?
Alice: Thank you, now let’s proceed to the next mini-game.
Click Next’ to proceed to the next task’s introductory screen. Explain another remote con-
trol. In case of GyroPad, tell the following:
Alice: Bob, this is GyroPad remote control. When started and active, this app will control
3D space with physical movements. What do you think each of the controls does?
In case of Data Glove, give it to Bob to wear and tell the following:
Alice: Bob, this is Data Glove. It knows what finger you are bending. Also, Kinect tracks
glove’s position. How do you think you will control 3D space with it?
In case of Hands Control, say the following:
Alice: Bob, now you will control 3D space with both of your hands. Kinect tracks their
position and understands when you will try to rotate, move or scale objects in 3D space.
How would you try to do those manipulations?
If you want to cancel the current task, click on the main screen and press ESC key. Other-
wise, if you want to quit the experiment, just quit the main program or press Command+Q
When participant will complete all of the tasks, thank him and open up Google Forms
questionnaire (or hand out paper version). After this, ask the following questions:
Alice: Can you please describe what you have seen today in our experiment?
Alice: What are your questions about remote controls?
Alice: What you wish you could do with any of the remote controls?
Alice: What remote control did you like the most? Why?
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Alice: What is missing in remote controls?
Alice: What are your any other questions, thoughts or comments?
Alice: Thank you for participating in our research. I appreciate your time and feedback.
Good bye.
4.2 Experiment results
We have conducted a research study based on the script and experiment description dis-
cussed in previous section. In total, we asked 15 persons to participate in our study, age
from 19 to 51. The majority of respondents were males (86%). Also, the majority of par-
ticipants were students under age 35 who had ever played video games (93%). While all of
the respondents (100%) had experience with multi-touch devices, only 6 out of 15 (40%)
had ever used Kinect or Wii. The portrait of a typical participant would be as following.
Jacob is an undergraduate Computer Science student. He is actively using his smart-
phone for texts, social media, photos, and emails. Jacob heard of Kinect and Wii but
hadn’t had a chance to try them out. He plays video games for about 7-10 hours per week.
He is interested in new technologies and eager to explore.
We asked our participants to perform a series of tasks. Each experiment session was
conducted with the same following scenario.
A researcher welcomed a participant, asked background questions, and gave overview of
the experiment. After that researcher started the main program and proceeded to starting
3D experiment’s tasks.
Each task was one of two types: locate a red cube that was out of sight in a virtual
3D space; move yellow cube to a moving red sphere. First task tested participant’s cam-
era manipulation abilities, while the second task tested participant’s object manipulation
abilities. Every type of tasks was performed with each of the 3D interfaces.
Unfortunately, we had unintentionally damaged the data glove during experiment
preparation. Thus, we were unable to test it out. We were left with 3 remote control
interfaces to test: TouchPad, GyroPad, and Hands controller. Each of those interfaces
were paired with a task type and randomly put in a list. Overall, every respondent was
asked to perform 6 tasks.
Further, each task has 3 possible outcomes. First, a participant would successfully
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complete a task - select red cube or move yellow cube to red sphere. Second, a task would
time out after 5 minutes if it is not completed. Third, a participant could ask to cancel a
task and move to the next task.
Unfortunately, during the course of experiment, we had discovered the fourth possible
outcome: our main program would hang and all data would be lost. In that case we asked
participant to redo the same task with the same interface. Therefore, some samples in our
data set are acquired from same users. We indicate such cases further.
As was said above, after each task we had asked questions about remote control interface
that had been used. Moreover, every task recorded its duration, outcome and number
of select actions. Overall, we acquired from 10 to 19 valid samples per task-interface
assignment.
The table 4.1 shows number of samples acquired from experiment per each remote
control interface (GyroPad, TouchPad, Hands) per each manipulation task type (Object
manipulation, Camera manipulation). Due to unexpected errors in our testing system
during the experiment we had lost half of the data measurements for the Hands controller.
Also, some data samples were corrupt and, therefore, were not included into statistical
analysis.
Table 4.1: Number of samples per task-interface pair
Sample type
GyroPad TouchPad Hands
Object Camera Object Camera Object Camera
Success 12 9 16 12 1 2
Cancel 4 3 3 3 7 6
Timeout 0 0 0 1 2 3
Valid 16 12 19 16 10 11
Repeated 3 2 5 6 3 3
Distinct valid 13 10 14 10 7 8
Corrupt 0 2 0 2 0 1
Missing 2 3 1 3 8 6
Total 15 15 15 15 15 15
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4.2.1 Hands controller
Even though the half of data samples for the Hands controller is missing or corrupt, the
participant’s responses are consistent with the measurements of the half that is present. In
particular, our respondents noted that Hands controller had been “difficult to use, because
it is imprecise”. Most of the participants felt “disconnected”, “hard to operate in three
dimensions with wide hand movements”, their “hands were very tired”; they needed more
time to learn how to use it than other controllers. Imprecise, tiring activity resulted in
only one person succeeded in both tasks, and another person succeeded in just camera
manipulation task. Others gave up and asked to move to the next activity.
Important to note that these results indicate that the developed Hands controller, par-
ticularly, was hard to use. Although many respondents complained about imprecision, they
have also named the remote control “more interesting”, “fun”, “sophisticated”, “needed
less to think about hands actions after learning”. Therefore, Hands controller still has a
potential to be natural and intuitive. Nevertheless, it needs further development.
Overall, there was only 1 participant out of 15 (6.6%) who named Hands controller as
the best to navigate in virtual space. Apparently, that was the person who succeeded in
both object manipulation and camera manipulation tasks. The majority of others (9 out of
15, or 60%) named TouchPad their best controller. Only 5 out of 15 participants (33.3%)
said that GyroPad was the best to use. Further, we will analyze valid data samples for
GyroPad and TouchPad controllers.
4.2.2 Data processing
Before proceeding to the data analysis, we processed data samples to remove outliers. We
had used 1.5 interquartile range rule (IQR) to get lower limit and upper limit for the data
sets listed in table 4.2. According to Renze (2013), outliers are those values that fall out
of range
[Q1− 1.5 ∗ IQR;Q3 + 1.5 ∗ IQR], (4.1)
where Q1 is a first quartile, Q3 is a third quartile, and IQR is defined as
IQR = Q3−Q1 (4.2)
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We have shown Q1, Q3, IQR, lower and upper limit for each data set in table 4.2.
Having lower and upper bounds for each data set and assuming that our data samples are
normally distributed, we can remove outliers from further data analysis (outliers shown in
boldface in table 4.2).
To remove outliers we want to check whether respective data sets are normally dis-
tributed. We use Filliben (1975) to test our data sets for normality. Using that approach,
we have calculated probability plot correlation coefficient (PPCC) for each data set and
compared it to critical value taken from NIST (2013). The result of normality test is shown
in the row ‘Normal?’ of the table 4.2.
After confirming our assumption of normality of data sets, we can remove outliers and
compute mean and standard deviation from data samples. The resulting values for mean
and standard deviation of data sets without outliers are shown at the bottom of the table
4.2. We will discuss those values in the next subsection.
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Table 4.2: Duration (in seconds) and number of select actions per experiment task per
remote control interface. Outliers are shown in boldface.
Sample
Camera manipulation Object manipulation
GyroPad TouchPad GyroPad TouchPad
Duration Selects Duration Selects Duration Selects Duration Selects
1 18.9932 2 13.8745 2 14.5658 2 54.8228 1
2 33.2736 3 21.3891 2 18.0722 2 30.1929 2
3 39.8204 3 31.5401 2 29.0087 2 33.8801 2
4 43.9952 4 36.5150 2 34.2455 4 36.3019 3
5 71.8901 4 48.2979 2 59.1553 5 39.9644 3
6 73.6774 4 49.5671 2 76.6514 5 42.1894 3
7 106.2737 4 52.8296 2 83.0560 6 42.4248 4
8 127.4288 6 67.6685 3 91.6093 7 45.7941 4
9 155.7957 11 70.3191 3 92.5370 7 52.4865 4
10 79.8798 4 108.0423 10 72.3419 4
11 82.0044 4 116.0826 11 83.1989 7
12 93.3949 5 133.6977 14 88.8854 8
13 105.4403 8
14 131.8199 10
15 220.5281 15
16 268.5579 28
Q1 39.8204 3 35.2713 2 32.9363 3.5 41.6332 3
Q3 106.2737 4 72.7093 3.25 96.4133 7.75 93.0241 8
IQR 66.4533 1 37.4380 1.25 63.4770 4.25 51.3909 5
Lower limit -59.8596 1.5 -20.8857 0.125 -62.2791 -2.875 -35.4532 -4.5
Upper limit 205.9536 5.5 128.8663 5.125 191.6288 14.125 170.1106 15.5
PPCC 0.9721 0.8814 0.9927 0.8713 0.9826 0.9644 0.9323 0.9142
PPCC CV1 0.8689 0.8474 0.8918 0.8918 0.8918 0.8918 0.9029 0.9080
Normal? Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean 74.5720 3.4286 53.9400 2.7500 71.3937 6.2500 61.4102 5.2000
Std dev 46.5581 0.7868 25.2196 1.0553 40.0457 3.8168 30.5902 3.7455
1PPCC CV – probability plot correlation coefficient’s critical value with 0.01 significance level for
data set of the same size
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4.2.3 GyroPad vs. TouchPad
Data in table 4.2 shows that tasks involving the TouchPad remote control were completed
faster, on average, than tasks using GyroPad. Research participants had also used less
‘select’ actions, on average, with TouchPad then with GyroPad in both types of tasks.
Moreover, standard deviation for tasks using TouchPad is lesser than those with GyroPad.
Lower averages indicate that TouchPad remote control allowed users, on average, faster
complete tasks, while low standard deviation indicates that TouchPad was used with more
confidence across all the users, as average deviation from average results was low.
The outweigh of TouchPad supports participant’s answers. The majority of respondents
(9 out of 15, or 60%) titled TouchPad as their best remote control. It was “very easy to
move objects and camera”, “zoom, select and control an object”. Participants felt “full
control of the virtual space”; the remote control was “the easiest to use”. Moreover, 3 out
of 15 (20%) of users said TouchPad-like interface was very familiar to them. We think, the
latter reason is the key in understanding TouchPad’s success.
Nevertheless, there were 5 out of 15 participants (33%) who named GyroPad their
favorite remote control. They had outlined that GyroPad hadn’t required any instructions,
as they were able to learn how it operates very quickly. Respondents said that GyroPad
was not familiar, but intuitive to use. Perhaps, that is the reason why tasks with GyroPad
were performed slower, but not significantly slower than tasks with TouchPad.
4.3 Summary
Due to some unfavorable circumstances we were unable to test Data Glove remote control.
Nevertheless, we conducted a research study with 15 participants. The majority of respon-
dents named TouchPad app as the best remote control for 3D virtual space. Participants’s
answers were supported by data measurements taken during the course of experiment.
Further analysis of the data had shown that most of the gathered data sets can be
considered as normally distributed. That means that with 99% confidence our results can
be extrapolated on a greater number of people.
Our results conform with Edelmann et al. (2009) and Kratz & Rohs (2010): touch-
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based remote controls for navigation in 3D virtual space are more natural than tilt-based
remote controls. Also, multi-touch interfaces are better than motion-sensing Kinect-based
interfaces, due to imprecision of the latter. Moreover, we found out that users’s hands are
tiring quickly when using hands-based interaction.
Apparently, our hypothesis stated in section 2.5 was not supported by the experiment
results. We had not observed faster task completion and lower number of errors for Kinect
remote control than for tilt-based or touch-based remote controls. Therefore, the hypothesis
is rejected. Instead, we found out that mulit-touch interface with trackball metaphor was
the most natural to control virtual 3D space.
That said, we anticipate further research and development of our system, extending
remote interfaces list, and investigating other applications of remote control interfaces for
3D virtual spaces. Next chapter discusses the future work in detail.
Chapter 5
Future work
For the future work there are many things that could be done to extend our research test
environment. Not only does rendering engine need improvements, but also remote control
interfaces. Moreover, question of applying such interfaces in environments other than data
visualization is interesting.
First, enhance rendering engine of our system needs to be done. We want to add more
geometric shapes for creating a 3D space; random generation of a 3D space; support of
textures and 3D models. Besides, making rendering engine as a plug-in to the main program
is promising option that would allow other rendering engines, or even applications, to use
our system for testing purposes.
Also, we could create an API for other systems to interact with ours and vice-versa.
Such API would enable developers to create wrappers for popular applications. For ex-
ample, controlling CAD system or 3D animation system (such as 3DMax, Maya) with our
remote controls would then be possible.
Further, we are going to integrate our system’s server functionality into Spigit – a
scientific data visualization framework. That would allow scientists to analyze complex
data with full focus on the problem rather than on control interface. Again, with creation
of API for our system that is a definite next step.
Next, testing other interfaces and comparing them with existing ones is interesting to
do since new human-computer interaction devices are being developed. Still, we hadn’t
tried out trackball metaphor using a mobile device; finger-precise depth sensor (sensor from
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leapmotion.com); two data gloves instead of just one. More importantly, comparison of
new interfaces with convenient mouse and keyboard has to be done.
Besides of creating new interfaces, existing ones need improvement. For example, we
are going to enhance GyroPad app with on-screen 3D object that would show current
attitude while user rotates the device. Also, TouchPad app and hands controller need their
motion sensitivity to dynamically adapt to user’s movements.
Also, making our system cross-platform is a viable further step to do. That would
extend potential application of remote controls. For example, the Windows platform is
great for gaming, so our system could test remote control on real games. Other example
is Linux, were we could also test many applications, such as Blender, a 3D modeling and
animation system.
At last, exploring non-development applications is very interesting. For instance, a
TouchPad app could be used in a medical application to research on rehabilitation or
development of motility of fingers in children.
To summarize, the possibilities for the future work are numerous. Adding API for third-
party systems, integration of our testing environment with existing applications, creating
new and enhancing already developed remote controls, extending test system to other
platforms, and exploring non-development applications – all that needs to be done in the
future. We hope that our system would enable scientists, engineers, creators to focus on
their main goals by using natural interfaces for 3D navigation and time control.
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